
 Symbol cards for equal to, 
not equal to, greater than 
and less than

 Paper or whiteboard and 
coloured pens

 2 differently coloured 
hoops (or use 2 colours of 
string or similar)

 20 toys or other objects of 
varying sizes that all fit 
easily inside your hoops

10–15 minutes

MATHEMATICAL SYMBOLS

Your child can use mathematical language meaningfully: bigger, smaller, equal (to), not equal (to), less than and greater than.
Your child can say whether one quantity of objects is equal to, greater than or less than another quantity, and recognise each of the 
corresponding symbols.
Your child can place the mathematical symbols between sets of objects to make correct ‘equations’.

To foster the ability to use symbols in mathematics
To develop the ability to construct a simple equation 
To practise comparing quantities of objects
To introduce the special mathematical symbols for equal to, not equal to, greater than and less than
To encourage the use of mathematical language: equal (to), not equal (to), greater than and less than
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Note: It is time to introduce your child to the mathematical symbols for comparison, in this order: equal to, not 
equal to, greater than and less than. For some children these symbols are not easy to grasp, and you may need to 
return to them frequently. As is necessary during the session, explain and remind your child that we always read 
and verbalise the ‘equation’ from left to right – the quantity on the left is the one that we describe as ‘equal to’, 
‘greater than’ or ‘less than’ the one on the right.

Mathematical Symbols for Comparison:

Show your child the four symbol cards in turn, explaining each one before moving onto the next. Ensure that you 
point out how the small and pointed side of the ‘greater than’ and of the ‘less than’ symbol goes next to the 
smaller number, and the wide open/bigger side goes next to the bigger number.

Note that in the following activities, the ‘not equal to’ symbol is not required. However, your child may choose to 
use it to show that two groups of objects are not equal – if they do, agree with them and praise them for 
recognising that. Then ask them to find the symbol that shows which quantity is bigger or smaller than the 
other, since they are indeed not equal.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE



It may help your child further, and give them a visual trigger/reminder, if you point out that when we use symbols to show whether one thing is 
bigger or smaller than another, the symbol looks like a bird’s beak. You can demonstrate this with a quick sketch, like the ones below, on a 
whiteboard or piece of paper. Make the symbol a different colour to the rest of the bird’s head. As you do it, say: The closed point of the beak always 
points to the smaller quantity, and the wide part to the greater quantity. So the closed point on the ‘greater than’ symbol points to the smaller 
number on the right, while the closed point on the ‘less than’ symbol points to the smaller number on the left.

Greater Than, Less Than, Equal To (Modelling the Use of the Symbols):

Put two hoops on the floor with an equal number of toys in each of them. Ask your child to sit in front of them, and choose the appropriate symbol 
card, place it between the hoops and explain why they chose the ‘equal to’ symbol. Confirm, modelling the use of correct mathematical language.

Remove some objects from the right hoop, so that the hoop on the left of your child contains more toys than the one on their right. Put the ‘greater 
than’ symbol between the two hoops. Explain that this symbol shows that there are more toys in the left hoop than in the right one. Point as 
appropriate and say: The number of toys on the left is greater than the number of toys on the right.

Take some toys out of the hoop on the left and put them into the one on the right, making sure there are now more toys in the right-hand one. Place 
the ‘less than’ symbol between the two hoops. Explain that this symbol shows there are fewer toys in the left hoop than the right one. Point as 
appropriate and say: The number of toys on the left is less than the number of toys on the right.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE
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Greater Than, Less Than, Equal To (Independent Use of the Symbols):

This time, place an equal number of toys in each hoop. Then ask your child to turn away. Add or remove objects, or make no change at all. Ask your 
child to turn back and look carefully to see whether the number of objects has changed. Ask them to place the appropriate symbol between the 
hoops to represent the ‘equation’ correctly. Repeat various times so they can practise using all three symbols several times each.
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Different in Size but the Same in Number:

Sometimes children do not choose the ‘equal to’ sign in the activity below, but use ‘greater than’ or ‘less than’ because they focus on the difference in 
the size rather than noting that the quantities are actually equal. If this happens with your child when you follow the instructions below, 
acknowledge that big objects take up more space than small ones – but encourage them to focus on the actual number of objects.

Use large objects in one hoop and the same numerical quantity of small objects in the other one, for example. Three big balls and three small balls, or 
five big toys and five small toys. Ask your child to put the correct sign between the hoops.

Keep all of the resources together, ready for the next session.
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Cut out each symbol card separately.
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